IL 60510* Training Superconducting magnets are notorious for the wide gap between the performance that is predicted on paper and that which is achieved for prcdwed maqnets. In the early years before multifilamnt conductors becam available, m y of the difficulties were associated w i t h flux instabilities.
Hauever, the availability of this type o conductor solved this problem, and y e t W. P. Smith a t RHEL s t i l l reported training and degradation i n magnets built w i t h such superconductor.
f Fig. 1 shows SOE -1es of magnets that train.
The term training refers to the increase of peak curr e n t observed in a magnet when it urdergoes a series of tests where the current is ranpd up until the magnet quenches. The curves sham in Fig. 1 are for a nuthex of different situations.
There is a training curve for a 1 f t . long, 3 in. bore magnet from the early FWL test program. Also shown is a training curve for a 21 f t . long dipole suitable for the Energy Saver. Training occurs under widely different circumstances. Solenoids in general shm a rather s m a l l m u n t of training, whereas, race-track type coils have given a great deal of difficulty i n this respect. It should be noted that the training phenana is mst serious i n magnet coils where a high current density m u s t be achieved, such as coils for high energy particle accelerators or coils i n rotating machinery. In these cases, the conductor cannot be crycgenically stabilized and i f a p r t i o n of it goes normal, it necessitates shutting off the current throuqh the conductor. mile training can be tolerated in SOE cases as research type magnets, there are other cases where it i s campletely intolerable. Particle accelerators that are being constructed presently a t Fermilab and Brmkhaven require over 1,000 superconducting magnets, and each magnet may have of the order of 1 i%J stored in it. It is obviously impossible to construct a machine of magnets that take mre than a few quenches to train; or just as importantly, from maqnets that do not r -r their training after they have been wanwd to r o a m temperature. One can easily think of other examples such as coils in rotating machinery or any coil where the energy stored is very large. It is interesting to note that it has been p s s i b l e t o construct field coils for a generator that do not exhibit training.
It is also v l l y true that there are abundant exanples where training problems have jeopardized the ultimate success of the program.
In order. to proceed further, it is necessary to &ne exactly how a supermducting magnet is designed. necessary to predict the performance of a coil. The load. line is the relationship between the highest field p i n t in the magnet winding and the current through the winding, and can generally be satisfactorily calculated with programs on T u t e r s or masured by mans of model tests. If the iron i n the return yoke is not saturated, this line in general w i l l be linear. The hyperbolic type curves shwn are the characteristic curves of the superconductor. Any attempt to operate the conductor above the curve a t a fixed temperature w i l l result in the conductor going normal. Hence, Point A sham on the 4O K curve, which is the intersection of the superconductor characteristic and the magnet load line, represents what is called the short sample limit of the magnet. Notice that this prediction requires knowledge of three things:
1. The temperature, 2. The exact "high field point" load line,
.
And the characteristic of the superconductor a t t h a t p i n t .
The first two variables can generally be satisfactorily obtained w i t h f a i r accuracy. However, the characteristic of the superconductor a t the high field point in general i s not k n m but must be inferred from masurem?nts done on samples of the conductor taken from the coil of cable from which the magnet is wund. The uniformity of the cable used i n the Fermilab magnets is discussed in Ref. 2.
If a magnet trains asymptotically to a value that is less than the predicted short sample limit, it is referred to as degraded performance. Fig. 3 shows a histogram of the peak current reached in a series of magnets constructed a t Fermilab in term of the percent of the predicted short sample limit. It is clear that there is a tail on the low current side of the peak. However, it was also observed that SQE of the quenches started elsewhere i n the coil.
In the above discussion, we have tried to indicate that it i s possible t o construct a superconducting magnet coil whose performance is governed by the short sample limit. We now address the question of how m y quenches does it take to "train a magnet. " Solenoids in general show very little or no training. On the other hand, race-track type coils can exhibit a tremdous variability in this paramter. As m t i o n e d above, it has been possible to fabricate field coils in a "race-track" configuration for a generator that shms no training. Som magnets that have been constructed a t Fermilab have also exhibited essentially no training. of quenches necessary to train an Energy Doubler magnet to 95 percent of the short sample limit. It has not been possible t o eliminate the training completely, but the rider of cycles necessary are s m a l l enough so that it can be trained before it is placed in the machine, and indications are that the magnet remembers its training. The above discussion indicates the range of variability observed in the training of superconducting mgnets. W e now proceed t o the theory of this process.
Theories of Training
In order t o discuss the theory of training, ,it is necessary t o address the questions, "what causes the conductor to b e c m n o m 1 before it reaches the short sample limit, and why does the current increase with the quench nunber"? The theory proposes that the conductor is locally heated by bursts of energy released during excitation of the magnet. There are three sources for this energy. A f i r s t source is non-elastic deformation of the conductor material i t s e l f . We will m back t o this question later. The second is the cracking or failure of the cable support matrix, and the third considers that s m a l l frictional motion of the wire due t o Lorentz forces can supply the energy. The m u n t of energy necessary can be estimated as follws. I n this section, the current is flowing in the copper matrix and generates heat which i s r m v e d by the liquid hel i u m in contact with the cable. I f the region that is normal. i s very short, the cooling be sufficient to extract the heat produced by the I r losses, and the region w i l l collapse and b e m superconducting again. The nutbers shown on the figwe are for the Fermilab cable w i t h 5,000 amps through it. If the cable is norm a l a t this current, 25 watts per centimeter of length are generated. This is &st 2 orders of magnitude greater than the ability of the helium to cool the cable. The study of these normal regions has been carried out in great detail.
The mst camplete pub- Hence, an arrow is indicated on the curve showing the heat capacity of the captured liquid helium for 0 .lo K change in ambient temperature assuming no boiling. It is e q u a l to -65 mJ per c e n t h t e r of l e n g -t h of wire. Hmever, the ultimate heat capacity of this captured helium would be represented by the h e a t of vaprization, and that is shown by an arrow near the top of the graph, and it is 45 mJ per centimeter of length. It is thus clear that the helium represents a major heat sink w i t h i n the structure of the w i r e .
To give sum idea of 'the sources of energy available for initiating a quench, an arrow indicates the e l a s t ' c stored in the matrix. This is calculated fm l/2 p / E , where p is the pressure within the matrix, and E is the Youngs Cn the other hand, it i s also possible that frictional forces due to the mtion of the superconductor against the supForting structure could also generate heat and drive the conductor normal. A simple calculation muld indicate that one of the conductors mving frictionally a distance less than .001 an would generate enough energy to drive the cable normal. It is thus cbvious that there are adequate soulces of energy t o cause a magnet to quench before the short sample limit.
In fact it is utterly amazing that magnets are able to operate within 95 percent of the short sample limit.
Suppose ncw that by som mans, a delta function of energy in position and i s depsited in the conductor.. The t h e m 1 relaxation t k s are exceedingly s h o r t , and i f the energy is greater than the energy cxmtent of the minimum propagating zone, it w i l l trigger a q u e n c h . If it is less than this value, the mgnet w i l l remain i n its superconducting state. It is now possible t o understand why the e x p r i=tal situation i s so confused. There are a large n m h r of variables available to the magnet builder. H e can change the conductor, the support matrix, the shape, the m l i n g , and the clamping depending on the requirements for the magnet. I It would be nice t o be able to draw frcq the literature soroe general principles that would lead t o successful magnet construction. However, this report is little changed frcm those that have been given over the previous five year-s. The main challenge of superconducting coil fabrication is t o remve the "black magic" and find reproducible principles for coil fabrication.
AS experience is teaching us, there is still much work to be done. A t present each large project invents its am techniques, but these are not readily transferable to other applications. The " f r e s h physics" is not yet w e l l understood. This w i l l be illustrated i n sore of the following examples.
Consider now the variables that can be found i n various coils reprted in the literature.
1.

2.
.
Cooling. The coolant may be subcooled liquid helium, He-11, or subcooled supercritical h e l i u m . The coolant can be in contact w i t h the sqxrconductor or isolated from it by the insulation.
The support structure. In order to keep the conductors from moving urder the Iorentz forces, it i s necessary that the mechanical clamping force be greater than the magnetic force when the magnet is cold. This l a t t e r condition causes real trouble because of differential shrinking w i t h temperature of the different materials in the magnet.
Three mthds are being used a t present t o clamp the coil:
A.
B.
C.
The coil is assembled a t morn temperature under sufficiently high preload so that the mechanical forces remain greater than the magnetic forces even when the coil is Oold. (For externally confined coils, the coil t e n d s t o shrink a w q from the support.) The greater the differential shrinking between the components, the greater the preload necessary a t r o o m tem perature. In order for this approach t o be successful, the magnet constructor must control the elastic properties of the insulation support matrix very carefully. In any given case, a solution does not have to exist.. The forces may be so large that they crush the support matrix a t room temperature.
One can make use of the differential shrinkage i n order t o clamp the coil. A l m m in general shrinks mre than the coil compsite, so i f the coil is externally supprted and clamped a t r o o m t e mperature, the forces w i l l increase as it is cooled.
The last method of clamping the coil involves impregnating it thoroughly w i t h glass-filled epoxy. For this mthd to be successful, the coil must be vacuum impregnated, and a l l of the voids m u s t be carefully rermved. The glass filling considerably strengthens the epoxy and prevents cracking when thermal and magnetic stresses are applied.
A careful stress analysis of the coil m u s t be carried out to ensure that the stress levels do not exceed the strength of the epoxy.
Insulation. A number of types of insulation are being used a t present. One involves using an open-weave epxy filled glass tape wrapped m u d the conductor (BNL) . In another (FNAL) case, the conductor is insulated f i r s t by wrapping a mylar film around it and then spiral wrapping the camposite w i t h the epxy filled tape. In still other cases the fonnvar or som other plastic film type insulation may be applied directly to the superconducting composite.
For epxy impregnated coils, epoxy may also serve the insulation purpose. Insulation has two i n p r t a n t effects. F i r s t , it can thermally isolate the superconductor from the coolant, but it also is the nearest source of strain energy that the superconducting wire sees, and thus its effect can be very c o m p l e x .
4. Conductor. The conductor used can be either a simple m u l t i f i l m t single strand campsite, or it can have the much more complicated structure of a woven braid or a multistrand cable.
In the l a t t e r two cases, the strands of the braid of the cable may be additionally fixed w i t h solder f i l l i n g or left free to mve. For braid or cable, one m y have an additional source of heat available a t a very vulnerable pint in the system due to frictional motion of the adjacent strands over each other. possibility of mchanical shock and vibration. Thus, this application represents a real challenge t o the support sturcture. It must absolutely restrain all motion of the conductor. Hence, i f one can successfully build this type of winding, one would e-ct a minimum of training. The results from this prcgrm show a series of coils that reach the short sample limit on the f i r s t quench. In order t o achieve this behavior, the following construction techniques are used:
1.
2.
The coils are wound w i t h a great deal of care. The epoxy bonds t o the formar and when the impregnation is done, all voids are carefully filled. and Fig. 10 shms the forces on the conductors that m u s t be supported. This particular coil is forced under high pressure into a stainless collar a t rcan temperature. The coefficients of t h e r m l contraction are such 861 that the mechanical forces are greater than the magnetic forces when it is cold. Fig. 4 shows a histogram of the rider of quenches t o short sample limit for these magnets, and Fig. 3 shaws the percentage of short sample current achieved. In this magnet, there is no question that the conductors move. The radius changes about 2-1/2 inils during excitation, and there is azimuthal catpression of the winding. In fact if the mechanical forces of ccanpression are not greater than the magnetic forces, the l a s t turn next to the key can actually mve away frcpri the key during ex itation.
The change in radius i s proportional to I and hence elastic. It shows very l i t t l e hysteresis. Haever, the azimuthalmtion has given mre trouble. Early in the program, magnets were built such that the elastic forces when cold were less than the magnetic forces, and the conductor a t the key mved. Fig. 1 There is another puzzle associated with these magnets. Fig. 1 shows the training curve of a 1 f t . long &el as w e l l as one for a 10 f t . long magnet. Both =re tested in the vertical dewar and both magnets have the same cross section and were built with substantially the same w i r e . In this case the high f i e l d p i n t is located a t the place where the turn next t o the key reverses its direction a t the end of the coil. The field at this pint is about 20 percent higher than it is on the axis of the magnet. This is txme for both the 1 f t . magnet and the 1 0 f t . magnet, so i f t h i s is the only region of the magnet that needs training, it may not be surprising that the training curves look similar. However, the training curve for a 2 1 f t . magnet in its cmpleted cryostat and yoke looks the s a .
In this case, the high field point mves away from the very end and is l o c a t d a t any place along the wire next to the key. The field i s about 10 percent higher than it is on the axis. (The length of the iron yoke w a s carefully adjusted t o make this true.) There i s n m 21 f t . of active length of the magnet that can get involved in the training. Early in the developfilent of these magnets, there was a concern that the number of qwnches to train a magnet of this t y p e m i g h t be proportional t o its length. That i s clearly not true.
A quench apparently relieves strain along the whole length of the magnet.
There is another curiosity i n the e-rimntal series. Early in the program a great deal of trouble w a s caused by turn-to-turn shorts. The B stage glass tape could easily be shorted through by a small chip. I n an attempt t o solve this, several 1 f t . model magnets were constructed from cable that had been coated w i t h several mils of epoxy paint. This w a s over-map@ w i t h B stage glass tape in the normal mner. Fig. 1 2 shms the training curve of El-3. Others in this series displayed similar curves, and these were perhaps the worst magnets ever made a t FMIL. This lead to an early conclusion that due to the therm1 stresses that can s e t up, epoxy w a s bad i f it w a s i n intimate contact with the w i r e . Consequently, a second solution w a s adopted which consisted o f over-wrapping the Rutherford t y p e cable w i t h 1 mil m y l a r tape. The B stage glass tape is llow wrapped on top of this. Thus, there is no epoxy in contact w i t h the conductor, and there i s excellent turn-to-turn insulation. The m y l a r tape is still porous enough so that helium can enter i n t o the spaces around the strands. The heat transport through the overall system is clearly decreased. Hmever, it should be noted that there is perhaps another effect that the m y l a r wrapping can exert: n m l y , it insulates the strands themselves from heat generated by friction in the coil structure, and hence it may actually have a beneficial effect upon the training proprties of the coil. If a magnet t r a i n s badly, it i s difficult to isolate and diagnose the cause. A t Fermilab, we have used two mthcds to detect motion of the cable. One is by coupling directly to the winding via a rotary transf o m r . This mthcd is sensitive to less than 1 mil of rmtion in the windings but must be corrected for any elastic deformtion under the Lorentz forces. W e have also verified the conductor mtion by observing the behavior of the low order m u l t i p l e coefficients. In the Fermilab magnets, the key angles effect particul a r l y the quadrupole, sextuple, octaple and decapole m n t s . I t is possible t o deduce the rmtion of the conductors given the variation w i t h current of these lower four m n t s .
BNL has used a different sch-.'
Since the critical current i s a nearly linear function of temperature, they have plotted the quench current versus temperature for one of their magnets. The quench point is a linear function of temperature until the forces on a current block b e c m s big enough so that the Lorentz forces exceed the preload. A t this point, the quench current does not increase as the temperature is reduced. Frictional mtion of the winding i s thus indicated. Other techniques involve the use of voltage taps across the coil to find out which parts are going n o m 1 and sensitive the-ters embedded in the coil to find out where the quench i s starting.
Example 3. Solenoids. Traditionally the easiest coils to build have been solenoids. S y t m~t r y handles the forces w e l l , and m y such coils have been built that exhibit little or no training. However, as one goes t o higher fields, the forces can becom strong enough t o cause the layers in the winding to delaminate w i t h which then results in training. Ref. 6 from the G3 field coil program has s m examples of solenoids that w e r e built which did not t r a i n . A second sample is provided by a solenoid built at the National Magnet Laboratory a t MIT, Ref. 8. The structure of this coil has received a comprehensive analysis, both statically and dynamically, and m y masurements have been made on the q l e t e d mil. Fig. 13b shows a typical cross section of the winding; the individual conductors have been d e l e d as shown in Fig. 13a . The m o d e l makes an attempt t o include the superconductor, the copper, the fonnvar insulation, and the epoxy filling. This magnet trained i n about five quenches. During training, the coil w a s well instnmmted w i t h s t r a i n gauges, and those masurmts have confinred the predictions of the stress analysis. The authors interpret this as strong evidence that the observed training was associated w i t h stress induced cracking before the coil b e c m separated from the coil form. This separation was predicted for the calculations.
After it w a s romplete, the coil reached its short sample limit of 95 amps.
In the foregoing an attempt has been made t o indicate that superconducting magnets have been built that do not t r a i n or at least show a minimum munt of training. It is now useful t o look a t a series of experinents that were designed t o explore why training takes place.
These e x p e r k n t s are aimed a t understanding the role that the matrix or the conductor may Play -
Experirrents Related t o Traininq
A series of experiments a t NBS, Ref. 9 is concentrating on effects due to the role that the support matrix. If cracking of the m t r i x is responsible for releasing heat, then it should be possible by applying mchanical s t r a i n to a coil to cause it t o quench a t a point below its short sample limit. Fig. 1 4 shows 
h n i p s w e r e used for fabricating these ccanposite rings. The s p l i t conical washers can apply a tensile force t o the saxple which is ente3de.d in an external magnetic field. controlling the external field and the m e n t through the sample, the fraction of the strains much below the area that is being explored here. However, it may also be true that there are places i n real magnets where the strain is concentrated and hen= is much larger than the average values. Fig. 1 the conductor itself may yield inelastiCurrent Carried approaches the Critical mat, this a l l y and that this effect may play some role in the strain necessary to Wnch hems less. Fig. 15 sham training of magnets. Fig. 16 from that paper shows rn of the information that has already been obtained. the yielding of a mi sanple. me theory is coils, one with the fiberglass and one without fiber-that as the s q l e yields, it heats which it glass t o strengthen the epoxy are canpared. It i s found that the coil with fiberglass is much m r e resistant t o quenching than the one without. A second phenoma similar to real magnets is also observed. If
; z the coil is f i r s t strained up t o a certain level and then the strain reduced, the f i r s t quench is observed to take place a t a s t r a i n greater than was f i r s t applied. There are two remarks to be made on this experi- than in a r e a l coil. In this case, the forces are being applied t o the matrix, and the matrix is pushing on the w i r e . A real solenoid h& the situation just reversed. A semnd very important point is that the strains being explored are i n the range of a 0.1% t o 1% or mre. In the previous magnets discussed, the strain is much lower than this. For instan'ce, the axial s t r a i n on the FNAL magnets is less than .03%.
The magnet studied at the National Magnet Lab has a s t r a i n of the order of a few tenths of a percent, and and l e t s it expand locally until it work-hardens. Simple calculations show that the local AT could be as high as 60° K due t o the very l o w heat capacity of the mterial.
In their e x p r h t , the conductor w a s studied under externally applied stress and, as in the prec e d i n g e m r i m n t , the wire was k r s e d in an externally applied field, and the current through it could be varied. Thus, the fraction j/jc could be varied a t w i l l . The s a q l e of wire could also be studied either i n vacuum or k r s e d in liquid helium. Fig.  17 shms the results of a nuher o f exprimnts done during this study. Sample A was a single core conductor .4 m i n diamter with a copper to superconducting ratio of 1.3 to 1. Sample B had the copper jacket etched off and hence was a NbTi conductor whose radius w a s .26 n u n . study does show that applying stress t o a conductor can cause it t o quench and also training i s observed, i.e. greater stress can be applied in subsequent cycles.
The work above stimulated investigation of whether or not winding a coil w i t h prestressed wire would decrease the winding. Ref.
ll refers to these experiments. W e show here only the result of one such experim e n t , that of Schmidt and Turck. Fig. 18 gives the results of the training of a square sham solenoid wound w i t h either prestressed or non-prestressed w i r e .
The top two curves refer to an epoxy impregnated mgnet, and the lower curve refers to a mgnet wound without epxy.
The prestraining resulted i n a pnmnent strain of about 1/4 of a percent. It i s seen that prestraining the w i r e reduced the training observed in the coil. The w i r e used in this particular case had a copper t o superconductor ratio of 1. A nLrmber of experhents have observed acoustic emission taking place during the training of a magnet. In addition, the previous paper by Pasztor and Schmidt monitored the acoustic emission f r m the serrated yielding of a single conductor. Fig.  19 shows the mise events observed during training of a 1 f t . magnet a t Fermilab. So far, acoustic emission has not keen used as a monitor to protect superconducting magnets, and mre work i n this area may be very interesting, especially i f it can be sham that the phencmna has a predictive capability of indicating the quench current of a magnet.
There is another area of study receiving much attention that is related to training. If heat could be m v e d from the conductor mre rapidly, one m i g h t expect to affect the training.
Superfluid helim is capable of doing this, and the effect on magnets has been studied a t a rider of different laboratories.
We pick here an example &om an LEG ESCAR dipole. Fig. 22 shms this data. The dotted curves along the bottum of the figure shows the expxted training of this magnet. The points indicate the actual quench level observed as the helium was cycled back and forth between H e -I and He-11. The intereseng point i s made that only a few quenches a t low temperature were required in order to train the m a g n e t to its short sample limit at 4.2O K. The expected training i f all done a t 4. 2O would have been much slower than that obsemd at the l m r w r a t u r e . As a f i n d example of problems caused by training, I would like to refer to the correction coil for the FNAL Energy Doubler.
Originally, it w a s planned t o place dipole trimning coils inside of the fcxxssing quadrupoles. These trimning coils were to operate a t only a few hundred amps and are' used for renmring errors from the closed orbit. Ref. 15 is the paper reported a t this conference. Fig. 22 shms a curve indicating the training history of the dipole TSD-1 in the field of the quadrupole 732-9. Originally, the trim coil w a s trained up to the point sham on the right hand load line. The current i n the quadrupole was then reduced to zero, and the trim coil trained up the left hand load line. Finally, a field of 1.5 Tesla w a s then 871 turned on in the quadrupole w i t h the resultant training history sham along the middle load line. Additional experience w i t h this type of phenomna was obtained i n a correction coil package containing several different overwound multipoles, such as quadrupole, Sextupole, and octapole. Since these coils had t o be i n d e wdently adjusted, it was impossible t o predict w h a t the new training history would be for a new field configuration. The coils which were fabricated from a bonded wire were apwently cracking apart under the mrentz ' forces. In this p a r t i c u l a r case, training was apletely unacceptable, and the problem was solved sinply by going to a larger size wire which would then operate a t a sn-aller fraction of the c r i t i c a l current in a given field. 
summary
In sumnary, one can say that it is possible to cont r o l training. In order t o do t h i s , very careful attention m u s t be given t o the support of the conductor.
H m v e r , much additional mrk in this field would be wslcczw. Work elucidating the disturbance spctnnn of the support matrix and how to control it would be very useful. It is important t o understand how t o control friction and the heat it generates. Ways t o control failure of the matrix a t higher force level are going to have t o be developed before magnets a t higher field levels beccm practical. In addition, studies of He-I1 as a coolant need to be carried out, and finally, the magnets needs t o be clarified. 
